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FATEHNAMA

b-n;me <ud;vMd teGo tbr
<ud;vMd tIro sn;no spr
/NP
B-NAAM-E KHUDAVAND TEG-O TABAR
KHUDAVAND TEER-O SANAAN-O SAPAR

F :mP ,hF",V C"hN
/Ow F D"hW F /mP ,hF",V

*B-NAAM-E –in the name of*KHUDAVAND-God*TEG-sword*TABAR-axe*TEER-arrow* SINAAN- spear* SAPAR- shield

In the name of the Lord who manifests Himself as weapons of war viz
the sword, the axe, the arrow, the spear, and the shield
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<ud;vMd mrd;nEe jMg a;Jm;
<ud;vMd asp;ne p; dr hv;

KHUDAVAND

"g1!

@hS

D",/g

,hF",V

"FI

/, "O D"OW" ,hF",V

MARDAAN-E JANG AAZMAA

KHUDAVAND ASPAAN-E PAA DAR HAWAA

*MARDAAN- brave, courageous * JANG- battle * AAZMAA- from AAZMAAYASH- test, examination * ASPAANplural of ASP- horse * PAA- feet * DAR- in, at *HAWAA-air

The Lord is with the brave warriors who, mounted on their horses, fly
through the air
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hm" ku tur; p;dS;hI b-d;d
b-m; dOlte dI' pn;hI b-d;d

HAMAAN KU TURA PADSHAHI B-DAAD
B-MAA DAULAT-E DEEN PANAAHI B-DAAD

,",N KI"X,"O "/P Fb E"gi
,",N KI"hO Em, %fF, "gN

*HAMAAN- the same, that very * KU- that he *TURA- your, you *PADSHAHI- kinddom * DAAD- has given (
third person past of DAADAN- to give) * B-MAA- to me *DAULAT- riches *DEEN- religion * PANAAHIasylum, shelter, protection

The Lord who has bestowed upon you the kingdom has granted me the honour
of protecting the faith
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tur; turkr;JI b; mkro ry;
mr; c;rh s;JI b; isdko sf;

"m/ F /bg "N K1"Pb/P "/P
TURA TURKTAAZI BA MAKAR-O
RAYAA
MARAA CHAAREH SAAZI BA SIDAK-O SAFAA

"_Y F =,Y "N K1"W G/"T "/g

*TURAA- you, your * TURKTAAZI-ravaging, plundering *MAKAR-ruse, deceit*RAYAA- hypocricy , deception,
falsity * MARAA-I, me * CHAAREH- remedy, cure* CHAAREH SAAZI- application of a remedy *SIDAK-truth,
accuracy * SAFAA-purity, sincerity

Where as you are engaged in plunder by deceit and lies, I am on the path
of truth and purity
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n; JIbd tur; n;m _rMgJeb
J _rMgJIb" n; y;bd freb

NA ZEEBAD TURA NAAK AURUANGZEB
Z AURANG ZEEBAN NA YAABAD FAREB

#m1ch/F" C"h "/P ,Nm1 ih
#m/_ ,N"m ih E"Nm1ch/F" 1

*ZEEBAD- to seem to be beautiful, to befit * TURAA- you, your * NAAM- name * AURANG- royal throne *
AURANGZEB- beauty of the royal throne *YAABAD-to find, to get *FAREB- deceit

The name “ Aurangzeb” does not befit you, since a king who is
supposed to bring honour to the throne, will not indulge in deceit
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tsbIht aJ suj; _ irSt; Xe beS
kJ" d;n; s;JI vJ" d;me <veS

TASBEEHAT
AZ SUJA O RISHTEH-E BESH
KAZAAN DAANA SAAZI VAZAAN DAAM-E KHWESH

4mN iPx/ F isW 1" %umNWP
4mFV C", E"1F K1"w ih", E"1b

*TASBEEH-rosary *TASBEEHAT-your rosary * AZ- from * SUJA-bead * RISHTEH- thread
*BESH- more *
KAZAAN-and from that* DAANA SAAZI- moving the beads* VAZAAN- and from that * DAAM-trap, snare*
KHWESH- self, yourself

Aurangzeb! Your rosary is nothing more than a bundle of beads and thread.
With every move of a bead, you entrap others in your snare
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tU <;ke ipdr r; b; ikrd;re iJSt
b; <Une br;dr b-d;dI isirSt

TU KHAAK-E PIDAR RA BA KIRDAAR-E ZISHT
BA KHOON-E BARAADAR B-DAADI SIRISHT

%X1 /",/b "N "/ /,O ?"V FP
%x/W K,",N /,"/N DFV "N

*TU- you * KHAAK-dust * PIDAR- father * BA- with, by * KIRDAAR- act, deed * ZISHT-grisly, ugly
*KHOON- blood * BARAADAR- brother * DAADI- you have given (second person past of DAADAN-to give, to
bestow )* SIRISHT- mix, self

Aurangzeb! By your grisly act, you have put your father’s name in the
dust; by murdering your own brothers you have added (to the list of your
evil deeds)
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vJ" <;n; Xe <;m krdI ibn;
br;Xe dre dOlte <vIS r;

VAZAAN KHAANA-E KHAAM KARDI BINAA
BARAA-E DAR-E DAULAT-E KHAWEESH RA

"hN K,/b
"/ 4mFV

C"V ih"V E"1F
%fF, /, K"/N

*VAZAAN- and from that * KHAANA- home * KHAAM-raw, uncooked * KARDI- you have made (Second person
past of KARDAN - to do ‘to make) *BINAA-structure, foundation *BARAA-E- for the purpose of, in order
to * DAR- door * DAULAT- riches, kingdom * KHAWEESH-self, yourself *RA-particle

And from that (by imprisoning your father and murdering your brothers) you
have laid a weak foundation of your kingdom
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mn aknUM b; afJ;le purSe ak;l
kunm J a;be a;hn cun" brSg;l

MANN AKNOON BA AFZAAL-E PURSH-E AKAAL
KUNAM Z AAB-E AAHAN CHUNAAN BARSHGAAL

A"b" 4/O A"8_" "N EFhb" Dg
A"cx/N E"hT DI! #! 1 Chb

*MANN- I, me * AKNOON-now, at present * BA-with * AFZAAL- plural of FAZAL- favour, grace * PURSHE
AKAAL- the Lord * KUNAM- I have done / made (first person present of KARDAN-to do, to make ) -*Z-from
* AAB-water * AAHAN-iron *AAB-E AAHAN- water of steel(amrit) * CHUNAA-such *BARSHGAAL-rainy season

Now by the grace of the Lord, I have made the water of steel (Amrit
for my warriors) which will fall upon you like a torrent
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k hrigJ aJ" c;r dIv;re SUm
inS;nI n-m;nd brI' p;k bUm

KE HARGIZ AZAAN CHAAR DEEWAR-E SHOOM
NISHAANI N-MAANAD BAR-EEN PAAK BOOM

CFX /"Fm, /"T E"1" 1c/I ib
CFN ?"O Em/N ,h"gh Kh"xh

*KE- that*HARGIZ-never, ever*AZAAN-from that(torrent)*CHAAR-four*DEEWAR-walls*CHAAR DEEWAR-your abode,
kingdom*SHOOM-sinister,ominous*NISHAANI-sign,*N-MAANAD- will not be left (NA- no, not, MAANAD- third
person present of MAANDAN-to be left) *BAR-EEN-at this(torrent)*PAAK-chaste* BOOM-region, country

And with this (torrent of Amrit), your sinister kingdom will vanish
from this holy land without a trace
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J kohe dkn itSnh k;m a;mdI
J mem;x hm tl< j;m a;mdIC

Z KOH-E DAKAN TISHNEH KAAM AAMDI
Z MEWAAR HAM TALKH JAAM AAMDI

K,g ! C"b ihXP Db, GFb 1
K,g! C"S +fP CI 0"Fmg 1

*Z-from *KOH- mountain*DAKAN-south*TISHNEH-thirsty*KAAM-aim,object* AAMDI- you came (second person past
of AAMADAN- to come)* MEWAAR-area of Rajputs* HAM- also, too*TALKH- bitter,acrimonious*JAAM-cup, goblet

You came thirsty (defeated) from the mountains of South;the Rajputs have
also made you drink the bitter cup (of defeat).
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brI' sU CcUM aknUM ing;ht rvd
ik a" tl<I _ itSMgIt rvd

BAR-EEN SU CHUN AKNOON NIGAHAT RAWAD
KE AAN
TALKHI-O
TISHANGEET RAWAD

,F/ %I"ch EFhb" EFT FW Em/N
,F/ %mchXP F KVfP E! ib

*BAR-EEN-at this* SU-side, direction *CHUN-as,like*AKNOON-now *NIGAH- glance,attention*NIGAH- sight
,glance *NIGAAHAT- your sight,your glance*RAWAD-it is looking (third person present of RAFTAN – to
go,to take after)*KE- that* AAN-that*TALKHI-bitterness, hardship *TISHANGEET – your thirst

Now you are casting your sight towards this side (Punjab). Here also your
thirst will remain unquenched
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cun" a;tSe JIr n;alt nhm
J pMj;b a;bt n; <urdn dhm

CHUNAAN AATASH-E ZEER NAAL-AT NAHAM
Z PUJAB AABAT NA KHURDAN
DEHAM

CIh %f]h /m1 4P ! E"hT
CI, D,/FV ih %N! #"ShO 1

*CHUNAN-like this*AATASH- fire* ZEER-below* NAAL-horse shoe * NAALAT-your horse’s shoe ie feet of your
horses ie your feet* NAHAM- I will put (first person present of NAHAADAN- to put, to place) * PUNJABstate of Punjab *AAB- water*AABAT- your water or water for you * NA-KHURDAN-DEHAM- not let you
drink(KHURDAN- to drink, DEHAM-first person present of DAADAN- to give, to offer, to yield)

I will put fire under your feet when you come to Punjab and I will not let
you even drink water here
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ch Sud gr SG;le b; mkro ry;
hmI' kuSt do bch Xe Ser r;

CHE SHUD GAR SHAGAAL-E BA MAKR-O RAYAA
HAMEEN KUSHT DO
BACHEH-E SHER RA

"m/ F/bg "N A"^x /c ,X iT
"/ /mX
itN F, %xb EmgI

*CHE-what*SHUD-happened (second person past of SHODAN- to become)*GAR-if * SHAGAAL-jackal* BA- with,
by *MAKR- deceit, ruse*RAYAA-deceit,falsity* HAMEEN- this very, only this * KUSHT- killed (third
person past of KUSHTAN- to kill)* DO- two* BACHEH- children* SHER-tiger

What is so great if a jackal kills two cubs of a tiger by deceit and
cunning?
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cUM Sere iJa" iJMd; m;nd him
J tU iXMtk;me ist;nd him

CHUN SHER-E ZIAAN ZINDEH MANAD HAM-E
Z
TU INTKAAM-E S
SITAANAD
HAM-E

KgI ,h"g G,h1 E"m2 /mx EFT
KgI ,h"pW C"aph"
FP 1

*CHUN- since * SHER- tiger * ZI-AAN- formidable, strong * ZINDEH- alive * MANAD- stays ( third person
present of MAANDAN- to stay )* HAM-E- prefix indicating continuation or progression *Z-from * TU- you
* INTKAAM-revenge * SATAANAD-will take, will get ( from” SITAANDAN- to take , to obtain)

Since that formidable tiger still lives, he will definitely take revenge
(from the jackal)
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n; dIgr gr;ym b; n;me <ud;t
ik dIdm <ud; v; kl;me <ud;t

NA DEEGAR GARAA-YAM BA NAAM-E KHUDAAT
KE DEEDAM KHUDA VA KALAAM-E KHUDAAT

%",V C"h "N Cm"/c /cm, ih
%",V CBb F ",V C,m, ib

*NA- no, not*DEEGAR-more, any longer, any more *GRAA-YAM- I intend, I believe (first person present
of “ GIRAA-YEEDAN”- to intend, to desire) *NAAM- name* KHUDAA- God * KHUDAAT- your God *VA-and* KEthat*DEEDAM-I have seen (first person past of DEEDAN-to see)* KALAAM-speech, word, commandment

I no longer trust you or your God since I have seen your God as well as
his word
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b; sOgMd tU Xetb;re n; m;nd
mr; juJ b; SmSIr k;re n; m;nd

,h"g ih /"NP]" FP ,hcFW "N
,h"g ih /"b /mXgX "N 1S "/g

BA
SAUGAND TU EITBAAR-E NA MAANAD
MARAA JUZ BA SHAMSHEER KAAR-E NA MAANAD
*BA-with, by*SAUGAND-oath*TU- you, your*EITBAAR-trust* NA-no,not* MAANAD-is left (third person
present of MAANDAN- to stay)*MARAA-me,I*JUZ- except, other than*SHAMSHEER-sword* KAAR- work, task,

I do not trust your oaths any more and now there is no other way for me
except to take up the sword
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tUXI gurge b;r" kSIdh agr
nhm nIJ Sere J d;me b-dr

TU-EE GURG-E BARAAN KASHEEDEH AGAR
NAHAM NEEZ SHER-E Z DAAM-E B-DAR

/c" G,mXb E"/"N @/c KFP
/,N C", 1 /mX 1mh CIh

*TU-EE- you*GURG-wolf * BARAAN- rain * KASHEEDEH-extended, protracted * BARAAN KASHEEDEH- old (man)
* AGAR-if * NAHAM- I will place (first person present of NAHAADAN- to put, to place)* NEEZ-also, too
* SHER- tiger *Z- from * DAAM-trap * B-DAR- outside (BADAR means full moon)

If you are an old fox, I will too keep my tigers out of your snare
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gr b;J gufto SnIdt b; m;st
nm;ym tur; j;dh Xe p;ko r;st

AGAR BAAZ GUFT-O SHANEEDAT BA MAAST
NUMAAYAM TURA JADEH-E PAAK-O RAAST

%w"g "N %,mhX F %_c 1"N /c"
%w"/ F ?"O G,"S "/P Cm"gh

*AGAR-if*BAAZ-extended, spread out, open*GUFT-word, speech*SHANEED-heard, listened(from SHANEEDAN- to
hear,listen)* GUFT-O SHANEEDAT-your conversation * BA- with, by * MAAST- I am (MA- I, me IST- is, am)
* NUMAAYAM- I will show * TURA- you *JAADEH- path, way *PAAK- pure, clean, chaste * RAAST- true

If you come to me for detailed and frank talks, I shall show you the
path of purity and truthfulness
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b-mEd" do lSkr sfa;r;Xe SvMd
J dUrI b-hm ASk;r; SvMd

B-MAIDAAN DO LASHKAR SAF-AARA-E SHAWAND
Z
DOORI B-HAM
AASH-KAARA
SHAWAND

,hFX K"/!;Y /bxf F, E",mgN
,hFX "/"bX! CIN K/F, 1

B-MAIDAAN- in the battle field *DO-two *LASHKAR-army, fighters *SAF-AARA-E-alighnment, arraying
*SHAWAND- become, happen ( third person present plural of SHODAN- to become)* Z-from*DOORI-distance
,separation* B-HAM- against each other, together *AASH-KAARA-openly,overtly *SHAWAND- become, happen

Let the forces from both sides array in the battlefield at such a
distance that they are visible to each other
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imy" hr do m;inMd do frsMge r;h
cUM a;r;st; grdd XIC rJm g;h

MI-AAN HAR DO MANAD DO FARSANG-E RAAH
CHUN AARASTAH GARDAD EEN RAZM GAAH

G"/ @hW/_ F, ,h"g F, /I E"mg
G"c C1/ Em" ,,/c ipW "/!EFT

*MI-AAN- in the battlefield * HAR DO- both *MANAD-should stay (third person present of “MAANDAN-to
stay)*DO FARSANG RAH- at a distance of two furlongs *FARSANG-furlong *CHUN- such *AARASTAH-arranged,
decorated (from AARASTAN- to decorate) *GARDAD-from GARDEEDAN- to turn around, to become *EEN-this
*RAZM GAAH- battle field *RAZM- battle, combat *GAAH-time, place

The battle field should be arranged in such a manner that both the
forces should be separated by a reasonable distance (of two
furlongs)
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aJ" ps dr a" arsh Xe k;rJ;r
mn a;ym b-nJde tU b; dosv;r

AZAAN PAS DAR AAN ARSAH-E KAARZAAR
MANN AAYAM B-NAZD-E TU BAA DO SWAAR

/"1/"b iY/] E!/, 3O E"1"
/"FW F, "N FP ,1hN Cm! Dg

*AZAAN- from that, there *PAS-after, back, behind *DAR- in*AAN- that*ARSAH- open space,arena*KAARZAARbattle, combat *MANN- I, me * AAYAM- I will come(first present of AAMADAN- to come)*NAZD-near * TU- you
* BAA- with*DO-two *SWAAR-riders

Then I will advance in the battle field for combat with your forces
along with two of my riders
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tU aJ n;Jo nemt smr <ordh
J jMgI jv;n" n; br <urdh

TU AZ NAAZ-O NE-MAT SAMAR KHORDEH
Z JANGI JAWAANAN NA BAR KHORDEH

G,/FV /gR %g]h F 1"h 1" FP
G,/FV /N "h E"h"FS KchS 1

*TU- you *AZ-from *NAAZ-coyness *NE-MAT-easy life, comfort *SAMAR- fruit, yield *KHORDEH- eaten
(from “KHORDAN- to eat) *Z- from * JANGI JAWAANAN- the warriors *NA- not *BAR-at, on

So far you have been enjoying the fruits of a cosy and comfortable
life but never faced the fierce warriors (in the battle field ).
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b-mEd" iby; <ud b; teGo tbr
mkun <lke <Ll;k JIro Jbr

B-MAIDAAN BIYAA KHUD BA TEG-O TABAR
MAKUN KHALK-E KHALLAK ZEER-O ZABAR

/NP F :mP "N ,FV "mN E",mgN
/N1 F /m1 =BV =fV Dbg

*MAIDAAN- battle field * BIYAA- you come (imperative of AAMADAN- to come )* KHUD- self, yourself
* BA- with, by * TEG-sword * TABAR-axe * MAKUN- don’t do(negative imperative of KUN-do) * KHALKmaker, creator *KHALLAK-creation, people *ZEER-below *ZABAR-above *ZEER-O ZABAR- upside down, chaos

Now come into the battle field with your weapons and stop tormenting
the people who are the creation of the Lord.

